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Past crisis serve as an example for fundraising 
in the year ahead:
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• The Bump: an initial surge in emergency giving - the “halo” 
effect of people wanting to give to ministries in the most 
need.

• The Dip in Giving: expect a summer slump as donors feel 
personally the effect of the economic crisis.

• The Surge: expect a recovery in giving. Usually led by Major 
Donors.

• The Restoration and New “Normal”: things return to a 
normal pace.

Four distinct 
phases of 

donor 
giving:
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Phase2
“TheSlump”

Medium length period of
lower- than-normal

giving.

Phase1 Phase3
“TheSurge”

Recovery of giving
and  erasing of 

shortfall,  usually 
led by Major  

Donors.

NewNormal

Higher than the old 
normal IF  the 

organization is effective
at  Phases 1-3.

CrisisStarts

8-10 Weeks 2021 &Beyond

???

Will be lower and hardto predict if 
organization has not done well in  priorphases.

Though it doesn’t look
like it in  this graphic, 
the shortfall; in  this 
area is much larger 
than  the earlier bump 
in giving.

BaselineGiving

Approximate funding
if Best practices are 

NOT followed

Approximate 
funding IF  best 
practices are
followed

Am
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4-6 Months 4Months

Approximate Duration
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Where are we now in this cycle?

Will be lowers if the
organization does not

increase communication
and making a case for

support.

“The  
Bump”

Surge in  
emergency  

giving,
then  rapid

drop.
Spike only 

happens if  an 
organization

moves quickly 
with a  relevant

message
NOW
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“God’s Kingdom is the place of abundance where every generous act 
overflows its original bounds and becomes part of the unbounded 
grace of God at work in the world (see 2 Cor. 9:10-15).”

“The Kingdom is where God provides for all that we need. It is the 
realm of sufficiency where we are no longer pulled here and there by 
anxiety about having enough. “So do not worry about
tomorrow: tomorrow will take care of itself” (Matt. 6:34,NJB).”

- Henri Nouwen “A Spirituality of Fundraising

TG Principle #1:  TG is based on the abundance
and trustworthiness of God, not a theology of
scarcity.
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“Once we are prayerfully committed to placing our whole trust in God, 
and have become clear that we are concerned only for the Kingdom;….; 
and once we believe that we have something of great value to give 
them, then we will have no trouble at all in asking someone for a large 
sum of money. We are free to ask for whatever we need with the 
confidence that we will get it.” 

- Henri Nouwen “A Spirituality of Fundraising

TG Principle #2:  Every act of giving is first
and foremost a statement about the 
faithfulness of God.
.
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GOOD NEWS: 
Generosity is Not Cancelled

• More than $6B given for Covid-19 related causes

• Fidelity DAF holders have given $2.5B since January

• Monthly email revenue up 123% YTD

• Multiple surveys find the majority of donors                        
intend to keep giving
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Lessons Learned from Past Crisis:

Donors want to know what is happening with your ministry!
• Get in touch with your essential mission. Remind yourself why your work is so 

important. This makes it easier to express the vitality of your work to donors. 
Passion for your cause has always been your best friend. It still is.

• Lean into the impact of your ministry.: There are a lot of similar messages going 
out right now when it comes to what organizations are doing around the 
pandemic. What your donors and stakeholders want to hear is what your 
organization is doing specifically to help your community.

• Omnichannel engagement: Even though many physical events are being pushed 
back or cancelled, there is still the possibility to have a meaningful engagement 
with all your stakeholders. Bringing together all the facets of your community will 
be important to drive impact.

• Financial transparency: A recent study from Barclays cited that 25% of high-net 
individuals were not giving again to nonprofits because they worried about 
financial mismanagement, and this was before our current crisis. Financial 
reporting and management of your funds is more vital now than ever before.

“We know from previous experience with downturns that those who continued to drive 
forward and maintain some degree of momentum emerged much more successfully, 
while those that dialed things back found they had lost significant ground……”

TG Principle #3:  God invites people to be part
of his work because of his desire to see them 
grow in him.

https://neonone.com/rallybound-virtual-fundraising/
https://privatebank.barclays.com/news-and-insights/2019/november/barriers-to-giving/


What should you communicate?
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• Know your mission
• Know the impact of your programs 
• Know your financial situation 
• Know your champions
• Know your technology

TG Principle #4:  Giving time, talent, treasure and
testimony is a result of champions being 
comprehensively coached in the cause.

.
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Nurture and build constituent relationships
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Good communication fosters connection.  Ground rules for 
communicating with your constituents:

Do:
• Remember that your constituents are dealing with a 

great deal of change. They are human - be human. 
Keep your message personal and foster a sense of 
community.

• Write with empathy and warmth.  This is reinforcing 
your identity as a ministry.  It helps foster a sense of 
trust with the receiver.

• Be creative – use photos, videos and personal 
messages showing the personality of your ministry. 
You are infusing them with hope and reinforcing their 
connection to your mission.  

TG Principle #5:  Ministry leaders have a dual
calling to steward the mission and grow the 
people God brings.
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“Do something. 
If it works, do more of it. 
If it doesn't, do something else.” 

Franklin D. Roosevelt

COMMUNICATE





Statistics 
Tell The 
Story

• 48% growth in online giving over the last two years
• 205% increase in mobile giving since 2018
• 65+% of all fundraising site web traffic is on mobile, and is    

growing each year.
• 54% of consumers have used a mobile wallet to    

make a  donation.
• 52% of millennials are interested in monthly   

giving as a meaningful way to give back.
• 68% of donors agree that knowing how their  donation     

makes an impact is important to their gift.
• 70% of supporters are more likely to give again if they gave              

on a branded page the first time.
• Donors are 400% more likely to give again if they’re    

thanked within the first 48 hours.     

Champion behavior has changed:



Take away
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Don’t be surprised by change – you have to adapt in this 
environment to be a success.  We are in a forced environment of 
change.  That is old news today.

Don’t be afraid of change – whether it’s adapting your ministry to 
the new environment or adding new technology – you will do 
things differently now and in the future

Use change to your advantage – anytime things change, there is 
an element of good news to be found.  Use those moments to 
focus your communication and engagement strategies.

Keep  hope alive – hope is the cornerstone of faith – you know 
you can not have faith without hope.  Tomorrow is filled with 
possibility.

TG Principle #6:  The liberating nature of
generosity means inviting champions to 
give is a scared task to grow God’s kingdom.

People’s hearts have been opened in this crisis and we are
seeing an outpouring of kindness and generosity.  
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Steps to Take 
Now

.
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1. Take stock of where you are

2. Assess your technology platform

2. Make a plan

3. Keep your message simple

4.  Execute – don’t hesitate!
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(While doing 
the Right Thing 
at the Right 
Time!)

TG Principle #7:  Ministry leaders coach champions 
according to the degree of personal ownership in the cause.

TG Principle #8:  Champions connect with organizations
primarily to enhance their mutual impact on the cause.



KEEP HOPE ALIVE!
SHARE YOUR GOOD NEWS 

beth@nonprofitsgetconnected.com
864-230-5933 

akimmons@mif.org 
864-901-6776 


